RAP RECYCLE SYSTEM

SLAT CONVEYORS

Make More Money with More RAP

Optimizing Material Conveying

Improve the cost efficiency of your plant and boost RAP
utilization with our recycle systems. Available in four different
portable and stationary models, our systems are designed to
tackle the many mix specifications you handle. A high-quality
ADM system allows your operation to produce hot-mix with as
much as 50 percent recycled material.

ADM heavy-duty drag slat and transfer slat conveyors deliver long-term, optimal
performance. The design features a heavy casing slat for reliable asphalt conveying
with capacity ratings as high as 500 tph. We build the conveyor to fit your operation,
using either formed steel or all-welded bridge beam construction. Single and double
roller chains are available.

Multiple capacities available to
suit almost any operation

Asphalt Drum Mixers

Chrome carbide wear liners on slat
floor and sidewalls increase wear life

High-efficiency, direct-drive belt
feeder system enhances power

Self-supporting U-formed or bridgebeam construction improves strength

Standard 45- to 65-foot-long, heavyduty weigh conveyor with channel
frame provides extra stability

Optional blue-smoke recovery
system mounts on conveyor to
reduce emissions from silo tops

Optional lump breaker with
replaceable tungsten-tipped teeth
break down large pieces of RAP
into usable sizes

Segmented sprockets
simplify maintenance
and on-site installation

Steeply sloped sidewalls prevent
material plugging and bridging

Hardened roller chain
prolongs service life

MINERAL FILLER SILOS

Components built with heavy-duty
steel extends the life of the parts

Self-erect silos feature a hydraulic
system for fast, efficient setup

Reliable Dust Solution
Featuring a pneumatic or mechanical
conveying system, our mineral filler silos
collect dust and add stored minerals to
dried aggregate for precise baghouse
dust control. ADM’s mineral filler silos
supplement dust to complete the
aggregate mixture.

Capacities range from 250 to
1,000 barrels to meet the various
demands of each operation

Silos are available in stationary
or self-erect models and
compatible with both ADM and
other manufacturers’ plants for
maximum versatility
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COMPONENTS

Metering options include
volumetric, weigh pod or
reverse weight metering to
fit individual specifications

Conveying system can be
pneumatic or by screws for
additional customization

